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Since the early 1980s, a prominent and consistent conclusion drawn from research on China's defenseindustrial complex has been that China's defense-production capabilities are rife with weaknesses and
limitations. This study argues for an alternative approach: From the vantage point of 2005, it is time to
shift the focus of current research to the gradual improvements in and the future potential of China's
defense-industrial complex. The study found that China's defense sectors are designing and producing
a wide range of increasingly advanced weapons that, in the short term, are relevant to a possible
conflict over Taiwan but also to China's long-term military presence in Asia. Part of a larger RAND
Project AIR FORCE study on Chinese military modernization, this study examines the current and
future capabilities of China's defense industry. The goals of this study are to 1.

The Oxford Handbook of Cinematic Listening explores the place of cinema in the history of listening.
It looks at the ways in which listening to film is situated in textual, spatial, and social practices, and
also studies how cinematic modes of listening have extended into other media and everyday
experiences. Chapters are structured around six themes. Part I ("Genealogies and Beginnings")
considers film sound in light of pre-existing practices such as opera and shadow theatre, and also
explores changes in listening taking place at critical junctures in the early history of cinema. Part II
("Locations and Relocations") focuses on specific venues and presentational practices from roadshow
movies to contemporary live-score screenings. Part III ("Representations and Re-Presentations") zooms
into the formal properties of specific films, analyzing representations of listening on screen as well as
the role of sound as a representational surplus. Part IV ("The Listening Body") focuses on the power
of cinematic sound to engage the full body sensorium. Part V ("Listening Again") discusses a range of
ways in which film sound is encountered and reinterpreted outside the cinema, whether through
ancillary materials such as songs and soundtrack albums, or in experimental conditions and
pedagogical contexts. Part VI ("Across Media") compares cinema with the listening protocols of TV
series and music video, promenade theatre and personal stereos, video games and Virtual Reality.
The NACA and aircraft propulsion, 1915-1958 -- NASA gets to work, 1958-1975 -- The shift toward
commercial aviation, 1966-1975 -- The quest for propulsive efficiency, 1976-1989 -- Propulsion
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control enters the computer era, 1976-1998 -- Transiting to a new century, 1990-2008 -- Toward the
future
HRM is central to management teaching and research, and has emerged in the last decade as a
significant field from its earlier roots in Personnel Management, Industrial Relations, and Industrial
Psychology. People Management and High Performance teams have become key functions and goals
for manager at all levels in organizations. The Oxford Handbook brings together leading scholars
from around the world - and from a range of disciplines - to provide an authoritative account of
current trends and developments. The Handbook is divided into four parts: * Foundations and
Frameworks, * Core Processes and Functions, * Patterns and Dynamics, * Measurement and
Outcomes. Overall it will provide an essential resource for anybody who wants to get to grips with
current thinking, research, and development on HRM.
InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into Channels and Topic
Centers. InfoWorld also celebrates people, companies, and projects.

Contains selected papers from workshops organized by the United Nations Programme on Space
Applications in 1999.

This book was born from curiosity. To begin with, it was the curiosity of an economist who studied in
the 60’s in an environment which has subsequently developed from national into global economics.
Who has to recognize that politicians, scholars and large segments of society oblivious to supranational
authorities and e- nomic globalization forces continue to labour under the notion that they are still
fully autonomous and sovereign when shaping national economic policy. And pretend as though their
own national state were still the "m- ter in its own house" that despite unbridled market economics
could c- tinue to dictate to the economy and companies how to live and in which "rooms". All that has
become fiction. The laws of globalization diminish the - noeuvring space for shaping national
economic policy. Even if many folks today don’t want to hear it: The issue is no longer achieving what
is soc- politically desirable for the own society but rather the optimal adaptation of society and social
benefits to the politically practicable.
Krause Publications' Standard Catalog series is available by specific marque, in individual volumes or
a set. Each book contains in-depth profiles of specific makes by model, factory photos, and up-to-date
vehicle pricing. The l-to-conditional pricing system assures readers of accurate values, whether a
vehicle is a #1 low-mileage, rust-free beauty or a #6 parts-only heap. "Techs & specs", original factory
prices, production and serial numbers, and engine/chassis codes are noted by model, thus helping you
determine authenticity accuracy. Historical, technical and pricing information are combined from
hundreds of sources. James Flammang values each model according to the popular 1-6 grading system
invented by Old Cars magazine.
The United States has long exploited Earth's orbits to enhance security, generate wealth, and solidify
its position as a world leader. America's ambivalence toward military activities in space, however, has
the potential to undermine our future security. Many in Washington possess a peculiar regard for
space and warfare. Some perceive space as a place to defend and fight for America's vital interests.
Others—whose voices are frequently dominant and manifested in public rhetoric, funded defense
programs, international diplomacy, and treaty commitments—look upon space as a preserve not to be
despoiled by earthly strife. After forty years of discussion, the debate over America's role in space
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rages on. In light of the steady increase in international satellite activity for commercial and military
purposes, American's vacillation on this issue could begin to pose a real threat to our national security.
Steven Lambakis argues that this policy dysfunction will eventually manifest itself in diminished
international political leverage, the forfeiture of technological advances, and the squandering of
valuable financial resources. Lambakis reviews key political, military, and business developments in
space over the past four decades. Emphasizing that we should not take our unobstructed and unlimited
access to space for granted, he identifies potential space threats and policy flaws and proposes steps to
meet national security demands for the twenty-first century.
This book examines the making of heritage in contemporary Japan, investigating the ways in which
particular objects, practices and institutions are ascribed public recognition and political significance.
Through detailed ethnographic and historical case studies, it analyses the social, economic, and even
global political dimensions of cultural heritage. It shows how claims to heritage status in Japan stress
different material qualities of objects, places and people - based upon their ages, originality and
usage. Following on an introduction that thoroughly assesses the field, the ethnographic and
historiographic case studies range from geisha; noh masks; and the tea ceremony; urban architecture;
automata; a utopian commune and the sites of Mitsubishi company history. They examine how their
heritage value is made and re-made, and appraise the construction of heritage in cases where the
heritage value resides in the very substance of the object’s material composition - for example, in
architecture, landscapes and designs - and show how the heritage industry adds values to existing
assets: such as sacredness, urban charm or architectural and ethnic distinctiveness. The book questions
the interpretation of material heritage as an enduring expression of social relations, aesthetic values
and authenticity which, once conferred, undergoes no subsequent change, and standard dismissals of
heritage as merely a tool for enshrining the nation; supporting the powerful; fostering nostalgic
escapism; or advancing capitalist exploitation. Finally, it considers the role of people as agents of
heritage production, and analyses the complexity of the relationships between people and objects. This
book is a rigorous assessment of how conceptions of Japanese heritage have been forged, and provides
a wealth of evidence that questions established assumptions on the nature and social roles of heritage.
Dzi︠a︡rz︠h︡aŭny biblii︠a︡hrafichny pakazalʹnik.

Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their technology and their
world. The core belief that Popular Science and our readers share: The future is going to be better, and
science and technology are the driving forces that will help make it better.

Written by experts in the field, this dictionary covers all aspects of film studies, including terms,
concepts, debates, and movements in film theory and criticism, national, international and
transnational cinemas, film history, film movements and genres, film industry organizations and
practices, and key technical terms and concepts in 500 detailed entries. Most entries also feature
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recommendations for further reading and a large number also have web links. The web links are listed
and regularly updated on a companion website that complements the printed book. The dictionary is
international in its approach, covering national cinemas, genres, and film movements from around the
world such as the Nouvelle Vague, Latin American cinema, the Latsploitation film, Bollywood,
Yiddish cinema, the spaghetti western, and World cinema. The most up-to-date dictionary of its kind
available, this is a must-have for all students of film studies and ancillary subjects, as well as an
informative read for cinephiles and for anyone with an interest in films and film criticism.

The definitive international history of one of the world's most successful rally cars. Covers every
Lancer model - including all special editions, and Dodge, Colt, Plymouth, Valiant, Eagle, Proton and
Hyundai variants - from 1973 to date. Includes a Foreword by Shinichi Kurihara, Mitsubishi's Evo
team leader.
Nowadays there are many spaces of fascination in visual art. Of course, installative space and
contextual space have been on the art scene for awhile. However, they are now accompanied by other
spaces such as urban space, architectural space, cyberspace, hyperspace, and screen-based space. In this
volume, architects, artists, theorists, three symposia and four exhibitions attempt to find answers to
questions such as: Could the architectonic study and/or deconstruction of space play a decisive role in
the shift of attention to space? Which theoretical factors structure the current experience and meaning
of space? What is the role of the aesthetization of the environment on our concept of space? Smooth
Space - VCC de Brakke Grond, Amsterdam - is a project at the heart of this publication. Spatial
interests range from how the concept of space is redefined and exploited in our current visual culture
to how the digital world influences our spatial concepts. Participants in this issue are: Jean Attali,
Annette W. Balkema, Andrew Benjamin, Ole Bouman, Bernard Cache, Paul Crowther, Christoph
Fink, Hugo Heyrman, Hou Hanru, Rem Koolhaas, Geert Lovink, Karlheinz Lüdeking, Bartomeu Mari,
Kas Oosterhuis, Jan van de Pavert, Keiko Sato, Eran Schaerf, Lara Schnitger, Roger Scruton, Martin
Seel, Nasrine Seraji, Henk Slager, Sjoerd Soeters, Lars Spuybroek, Ann Van Sevenant, Peter Weibel
and Mark Wigley.

Identify commercial and defence applications of space technology. Review key objectives,
developments and technical specifications of avail. vehicles and systems. Supplier/manufacturer
listings support market research and procurement requirements. Space operators/customers are listed
The pace of space exploration has long been dictated by political motivations. This book helps to
explain why this is so in the post-Cold War era. Combining essays, a glossary of terms, tables and
statistics, this new title from Routledge comes as a welcome addition to this increasingly popular topic.
The book: covers theories and concepts, as well as current issues gives a background to international
and national space agencies contains essays that cover military, commercial and governmental actors
in space politics.
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